Conference centre, meetings and congress

L’Albergo della Regina Isabella

The hotel features a modern Conference Centre which main entrance is steps away from the Hotel, with a capacity up to 450 people. It is
equipped with sofisticated audiovisual technology. Apart from the Conference Centre the hotel offers different solutions with three fully equipped rooms for meetings with capacities from 30 to 150 guests and one “open space” for informal meetings, breaks or cocktails. A professional
experienced staff prepared to receive incentives and congresses gives a personalized support to all featured services such as: programs,
transfers, flight reservations, team building activities, concerts and shows reservations, creation of touristic trips with visits to local cellars for
wine and food tasting. The “Regina Isabella” is the most exclusive location where to organize events, company meetings and celebrations or
special team-buildings thanks to the collaboration with the SPA and thermal centre.
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Events

“L’Albergo della Regina Isabella” plays a leading role in glamorous, cultural, wine and gastronomic events. Representatives of the entertainment
and business industry, as well as politicians and intellectuals gravitate around the hotel attracted by the prestigious cultural events that are organized in Ischia.
Ischia international Journalism Award
Ischia rewards top journalists with the “Premio Ischia”, a literary award
under the prestigious patronage of the President of the Italian Republic,
in recognition of its historical importance. Top journalists from different fields (financial and political) are ever present at this event and
“L’Albergo della Regina Isabella” is proud to host the event year after
year, confirming it as the highest point of Ischia’s cultural life.

Piano & Jazz
Late August is dedicated to top-level Jazz, offering a huge variety of
choices and intriguing combinations. The concerts are held at Villa
Arbusto and feature important guests. “L’Albergo della Regina Isabella”
hosts the opening and closing night of the festival. Every night, after
the concerts, the artists offer private performances at the Bar Regina
Isabella.

Regina Isabella Gourmet: Summer Dinners
“Summer Dinners” is an eno-gastronomical showcase organized by
“L’Albergo della Regina Isabella” that, during the summer, gives the
possibility to young talented chefs from southern Italy as well as important specialists of Italian cuisine also from other countries offering their
creativity and skills. The menu of the events is realized in cooperation
with the Chef of “Indaco” restaurant, Pasquale Palamaro.

Ischia Vintage
Ischia Vintage is a traditional autumn event dedicated to high quality
food and wine and to the most famous national and international wine
labels. This event is traditionally presented by Ian D’Agata, a famous
Italian enologist and author of “The Ecco Guide to the Best Wines of
Italy” and “Guida D’Agata & Comparini ai Migliori Vini d’Italia” (Guide
to the Best Italian Wines by D’Agata & Comparini) and Manager for
Steven Tnazer’s International Wine Cellar in Italy. For a long week end
L’Albergo della Regina Isabella is booming with wine tastings, cooking
lessons headed by Regina Isabella’s Chefs and specially prepared dinners studied to enhance the wines accompanying them, visits to local
cellars with wine and food tastings.

Ischia Global Film & Music Fest
Ischia becomes movie capital during the “Global Film & Music Fest”,
a film showcase featuring an international billboard that takes place
nightly in July for almost one week. Films are shown on a large panoramic screen by the sea in “L’Albergo della Regina Isabella” bay area.
Past edition guests include: Matt Dillon, Paul Haggis, Francis Ford
Coppola, Raoul Bova, Rosario Dawson, Joseph Fiennes, Alan Parker,
Sting, Andrea Bocelli and Gerard Butler.

Health Beauty & Spa

Information about Ischia

The Health Beauty & SPA of the “Regina Isabella” is also a thermal
centre that uses four different thermal springs: the Greek spring, the
Renaissance spring, the Roman spring and the Regina Isabella spring.
From the island of volcanoes the properties of the “multiactive” waters
and muds are well known since over 2000 years for their remarkable
regenerative and therapeutic properties. The thermo-mineral springs
of Lacco Ameno are “hyperthermal” (80°) with abundant chlorides,
sodium, bicarbonate, sulphides and magnesium. They are known as
“multiactive” waters because of their numerous beneficial qualities,
studied since the early 1900s (when scientific visitors included Marie
Curie, the Nobel prize winner) and endorsed in a plethora of medical
articles. The muds from the springs of Le Terme della Regina Isabella,
gathered in natural caves on the Island of Ischia, are left to macerate
for about six months in the thermal water, from which they absorb
mineral properties and medicinal qualities.
Six pathways - Well-being/SPA, Relaxation, Beauty, Gym,
Rehabilitation, Thermal Dermatology - characterizes the offer of the
“Terme della Regina Isabella”. Each treatment pathway is designed as
a combination specifically tailored to meet every client’s needs.

L'Albergo della Regina Isabella

Piazza Santa Restituta, 1
80076 Lacco Ameno - Ischia (Napoli), Italy
Tel. +39 081 99 43 22 - Fax +39 081 90 01 90
www.reginaisabella.it

At “Regina Isabella” SPA is possible to choose among a wide range
of the most modern esthetical treatments such us Ultrashape ®, the
first safe and surgery-free body contouring treatment to successfully
break down fat cells and achieve effective results; or the Intraceuticals,
the oxygen based rejuvenating system most commonly used by the
VIPs. Between the more than 60 different treatments, there are several
prevention programs or dietetic menus and physical activities adapted
to each single guest.
The highly prepared staff, directly connected with the sanitary direction
of the SPA, helps the guests to choose a personalized course of treatments and guarantees their professional assistance throughout the
entire duration of the stay.

Reservations: info@reginaisabella.it
Sales Dept.: sales@reginaisabella.it
Spa Manager: Costanza Popolano - c.popolano@reginaisabella.it

Ischia, the biggest of the Gulf of Naples islands, at about 10 miles from the mainland, is known as the Green Island on account of its rampant
Mediterranean vegetation or the Island of Good Health, on account of its thermal springs. The fascinating ancient history has become a legend
thanks to extraordinary archaeological finds. Ischia, in fact, was already inhabited 7.000 years ago. Visited by the Phoenicians, the Island was
discovered by the Greeks and of course by the Romans that made Ischia one of the most important thermal destinations of the Roman Empire.
Its landscapes, with breathtaking views and unique characteristics, changes season after season amidst the pristine habitat of valleys and hills,
rocks, beaches and promontories, woods and mountains. 37 km of coast and sea, amongst inlets, grottos, bays and strips of sand, corners of
paradise where seawater mingles with hot spring water that gushes out just a short distance from the shore. The wealth of treasures hidden under
soil, in terms of density of sources, makes Ischia the most important land in Europe with 103 sources, 69 fumaroles and 29 hot springs. Unique
and peculiar resource are the thermal parks, with their different temperature pools, Kneipp courses, saunas, Japanese baths, Spa and thermal
parks where to spent an entire day among wonderful gardens rich of vegetation surrounding several thermal pools to enjoy a complete relax. The
food and wine are authentic treasures of taste, they are accompanied by a millennium-old tradition of D.O.C. wines produced from noble grapes
and by many local recipes handed down during the years following the old traditions. Finally the folklore, with hundreds of religious feasts that
draw the crowds all over the island during the whole year, but, above all, during the summer season where the enchanting burst of fireworks is
the perfect soundtrack to the slow roll of the sea.

Location

How to reach us

Lacco Ameno, location of the hotel, the smallest village of the island,
offers enchanting scenery for long coastal walks. In the picturesque Santa Restituta square, facing the hotel, there is an interesting
Museum of Archaeology where it is possible to admire a very fine
collection of discoveries from the Bronze and Classical Ages.

By Air: from Naples Capodichino airport - the closest airport to reach
Ischia - proceed to Molo Beverello (for Lauro and Caremar ferries) or
to the port of Mergellina (for Lauro and Snav hydrofoils), taking a taxi
or regular bus service; the shuttle bus only operates between the
airport and Molo Beverello.
By Rail: from the station, take a taxi, tram or bus (from the Piazza
Municipio stop) to Molo Beverello, a distance of about 2 km.
By Car: leave the motorway and take the Naples ring road, following
signs towards Pozzuoli as far as the Via Campana exit; from here
follow the signs to the port of Pozzuoli (for Medmar and Caremar
car ferries).
The hydrofoil speed boat from Naples Margellina/Beverello takes
about 45 minutes to Ischia; the car ferry about an hour. Hydrofoil
speed boats operate throughout the year from 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Climate
Ischia is an island for all seasons. The island’s climate is mild and
temperate throughout the year. Average temperatures in summer are
between 25-30 C, in spring and autumn between 18-24 C. The sea
is usually warm enough for swimming from May-October.

Hotel services & activities

Restaurants

Bars

Rooms

Mediterranean cooking based on the use of highest quality ingredients, the perfect balanced diet for those who want to stay fit without sacrificing the pleasures of tasting delicious dishes.
Regina Isabella: elegant restaurant with fantastic direct view of the
sea, well known for the richness and sophistication of the menu. Local
food and ingredients are wisely combined in typical Mediterranean
recipes based on fresh fish but also on refined meats, hundreds of
vegetables, salads and the best seasonal fruit. Available a fine “à la
carte” service and a selected wine list in the adjacent cellar.
Sporting: directly accessible from the outdoor pool or from the
beach jetties, this restaurant is located on a splendid porch over the
sea. The variety of flavors excels in the rich buffet of greens, vegetables, fresh fish and assorted meats, fruit salads or tasty snacks or in
the special diet menu.
Indaco: recently opened, it is a true terrace over the sea. The modern recipes are the perfect result of old typical dishes masterly revised by our young and talented Chef Pasquale Palamaro for the
delight of the taste in an elegant and intimate ambient “en plein air”.
“A table for two”, the ultimate exclusive corner for romantic dinners
for two, unique and unrepeatable location where your most important
moments will be unforgettable. Directly on the sea with a private and
dedicated service on the hotel jetties. One table, thousand emotions.

Bar Sporting, overlooking the sea, offers a choice between cafeteria
service, a snack on the cliff terrace or a romantic aperitif at sunset.
Bar Regina Isabella: for special emotions sipping delicious cocktails, natural drinks o selected liqueurs, enjoying every night our
piano-bar.

The accommodation comprises 128 rooms, including 27 Luxury Accommodations equipped with every modern comfort. After the
last renovation has been kept the original style of the second half of the last century, following the will of the owners. All the rooms and
suites retain their original and vary from room to room; furniture in the style of the patrician villas of Naples; lighting fixtures in Murano
glass; pure linen sheets; paintings, pictures and tapestries of the finest craftsmanship. The typically 1950s décor is complemented by
the works of contemporary artists and modern design features.

Swimming-pools

At our guests complete disposal there are four swimming pools: two
outdoor, one close to the beach on a panoramic terrace over the sea,
filled with heated and purified sea water, surrounded by a comfortable solarium with wood floor and wood sun-beds; the other one
either with thermal water or heated sea water is ideal for relax and
talassotherapy. Another indoor pool with thermal water for a regenerating dip and, at the SPA, the “Awakening of the senses” indoor pool
with thermal water offers Music, Color and Aroma Therapies.

Golf

We are affiliated to the new 18 hole course, “Volturno Golf” at
Castelvolturno. Transfer to the golf course, which is situated on the
mainland coast facing the Island of Ischia, will allow guests the opportunity to enjoy a sea cruise on board the comfortable Magnum 53
motor launch with hostess service, provided by L’Albergo della Regina
Isabella. For 6 up to 11 people, minimum 3 nights stay on half board,
free private speedboat transfer from the Castelvolturno golf course.

Hotel facilities
Check-in

14.00

Children’s activity

Check-out

12.00

Baby sitting

Yes, mid-June to mid-September
Yes

All major credit cards

Yes

Swimming pools

Concierge service

Yes

Beach (sandy)

Yes

Foreign Exchange

Yes

Boats for private hire

Yes

Luggage Store room

Yes

Canoeing

Yes

Free Parking

Yes

Windsurfing

Yes

Shuttle bus service between hotel &
Ischia port (depending on availability)

Yes

Spa treatment rooms

60

Business corner

Yes

Medical service on call

Yes

Air -conditioning

Yes

Sauna & Hammam

Yes

Small animals

allowed,
save for restrictions
in common areas

Luxury Accomodations

Singles
All have been refurbished and enjoy views of the sea, matching the style of the wing of the
Hotel in which they are located. For a more comfortable stay they are all provided with French
bed. Rooms fall into two categories, Standard and Superior, the latter all with their own
balconies. Rooms size: not less than 22 sqm.

Garden view
Double or twin rooms. Most of them have a balcony, recently renewed and decorated in
a classic Mediterranean style they are different one from each other for the exclusive hand
painted ceramic tiles and for the delicate pastel colors of the plasters that make very pretty
the ample spaces. Rooms size: not less than 28 sqm.

Sea view - Standard
Double or twin rooms. Recently renewed, are decorated in different styles; all of them with
window or French balcony with wonderful view over the bay of the Hotel.
Rooms size: not less than 26 sqm.

4

Beauty salon

Yes

Laundry

Yes

Gym

Yes

Dry cleaning

Yes

Tennis court at 100 mt.

Yes

Bar

2

Golf course (18 hole) Castel Volturno (CE)

Yes

Restaurants

3

Boutique ERREI at 200 mt.

Yes

De-Luxe Royal
Twin or double rooms. Generous size rooms, all with balconies or terraces and sea view.
Decorated in classic style, Bang & Olufsen systems, satellite TV and deluxe amenities. Equipped
with private jacuzzi or sea water cascade shower.
Rooms size: not less than 33 sqm. Balcony excluded.

Sea view - Superior
Double or twin rooms. Recently renovated, all with balcony sea view provided with table
and chairs for relaxing moments or exclusive breakfast. Decorated in Mediterranean style
are characterized by their lightness.
Rooms size: not less than 30 sqm. Balcony excluded.

Junior Suite
All double or twin rooms with balcony or terrace with direct or lateral sea view.
Decorated in pastel shades, with the living room, in some of them, separated from the
bedroom. They are the ideal solution for families with children.
Rooms size: not less than 37 sqm. Balcony/terrace excluded.

Royal Suite
Located in the Royal building, with balconies or terraces overlooking the bay of Lacco Ameno. They
are provided with bedroom, separated living room and two bathrooms. All equipped with sea or
spring water cascade shower or with a magnificent private Jacuzzi on the terrace.
Rooms size: bedroom not less than 35 smq., living room not less than 28 smq., total not less
than 90 smq., balconies and terraces excluded.

Imperial Suite
On request it is possible to reserve different special configurations of accommodation,
the “Imperial Suite” with an overall surface area of 320 smq., excluding balconies
and terraces. One configuration specifies two bedrooms, large living room, four
bathrooms and private jacuzzi on the terrace or in the bathroom, while, for special
requests, a particularly comfortable option is available, comprising three or more
bedrooms, living rooms and several bathrooms. These are spacious and luxurious
apartments that enjoy spectacular views of the sea. On the terrace a splendid Jacuzzi
offers the chance to choose between thermal, sea and natural water. Dedicated maid
in every room.

Room Services
Total No. of rooms

128

Newspapers

Yes

Luxury accomodations

27

24 hour room service

Yes

ADSL Internet connection

Yes

Hairdryers

Yes

WI-FI on terraces

Yes

Bathrobe

Yes

Colour satellite TV

Yes

Signature toiletries

Yes

Pay per View programs

Yes

Shaver adapters

Yes

Telephone with direct international dial-up

Yes

In Room Safety box

Yes

Telefax
Indipendent air conditioning

Yes (If required)
Yes

Personal minibar
Private butler & maid

Yes
Yes (In Luxury accommodations)

